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Linklaters advises the world's leading companies, financial institutions and governments on their most challenging transactions and assignments.'$7ithoffices in
maior business and financial centres, we stand out for our distinctive combination of close teamwork with clients, commercial judgement and outstanding
advice.'Whatever your interests, we have the legal skills and commercial imagination to help you achieve youf goals. Linklaters has 30 offices in 22 jurísdictions. Across Central and Eastern Europe, Linklaters has offices in Prague,
Bratislava, Bucharest, Budapest, Moscow and'Warsaw.
Linklaters' Prague office was established in 1992 and is now recognised as one of
the premier law firms in the Czech Republic. Linklaters is currently the largest
law firm in the Czech Republic with a total oÍ 45 Czech and international lawyers
and tax advisors, of which five are partners. Linklaters v.o.s. is a fully integrated
'We
part of the global network of legal and tax advisory firm, Linklaters.
cover
all aspects of domestic and international l"*, including: Corporate/M&A,
Competition, Antitrust, Banking & Finance, Capital Markets, Real Estate,
Construction and Thx.
Linklaters regularly tops the European M&A tables and has received several
rewards in this area in the past. All independent legal directories recognise our
Czech practice as leaders in the practice areas we operate in.
Autbors
This country chapter on Corporate M&A in the Czech Republic has been written by the following team of senior attorneys of Linklaters Prague,
Corporate/M&A practice group: Daniel Čekat (Merger Control), Tomáš notezít
(various M&A and Insolvency), Lad'ka lasansk.á (Employment),litka Logesouá
(various M&A)' Karla Rundtouá (various M&A), Dita Sulcouá (Taxation and
Accounting),lua Zotbouá (various M&A) and co-written, reviewed and coordinated by Lukas Seucik, Partner and Head of Corporate/M&A. In the case of
queries, please contact members of the team at name.surname@linklaters.com or
use the contact details below.
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